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जजस व्यक्ति(य )ं क यह प्रजत भेजी जाती है , उसे व्यक्तिगत प्रय ग के जलए जनिःशुल्क प्रदान की जाती है ।

1. This copy is granted free of charge for private use of the person(s) to whom it is sent.
2. इस आदे श से असंतुष्ट क ई भी व्यक्ति इस आदे श की प्राक्ति से तीन माह के भीतर सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं
सेवाकर अपीलीय न्यायाजिकरण, अहमदाबाद पीठ क इस आदे श के जवरुद्ध अपील कर सकता है । अपील
सहायक रजजस्ट्रार, सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं सेवाकर अपीलीय न्यायाजिकरण, दु सरी मंजिल, बहुमाली
भवन , जगररिर नगर पु ल के बाजु मे, जगररिर नगर, असारवा, अह्मदाबाद-380 004 क सम्ब जित ह नी चाजहए।
2. Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order to the
Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench within three
months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be addressed to the Assistant
Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, 2nd Floor, Bahumali
Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asarwa, Ahmedabad – 380004
3. उि अपील प्रारुप सं. सी.ए.3 में दाक्तखल की जानी चाजहए। उसपर सीमा शुल्क (अपील) जनयमावली, 1982 के
जनयम 3 के उप जनयम (2) में जवजनजदि ष्ट व्यक्तिय ं द्वारा हस्ताक्षर जकए जाएं गे । उि अपील क चार प्रजतय ोँ में
दाक्तखल जकया जाए तथा जजस आदे श के जवरुद्ध अपील की गई ह , उसकी भी उतनी ही प्रजतयाोँ संलग्न की जाएोँ
(उनमें से कम से कम एक प्रजत प्रमाजणत ह नी चाजहए)। अपील से सम्बंजित सभी दस्तावेज भी चार प्रजतय ोँ में
अग्रे जित जकए जाने चाजहए।
3. The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. It shall be signed by the persons specified in
sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. It shall be filed in quadruplicate
and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order appealed against (one
of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting documents of the appeal should be
forwarded in quadruplicate.
4. अपील जजसमें तथ् ं का जववरण एवं अपील के आिार शाजमल हैं , चार प्रजतय ं में दाक्तखल की जाएगी तथा उसके
साथ जजस आदे श के जवरुद्ध अपील की गई ह , उसकी भी उतनी ही प्रजतयाोँ संलगन की जाएं गी (उनमें से कम से
कम एक प्रमाजणत प्रजत ह गी)।
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4. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed in
quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
5. अपील का प्रपत्र अं ग्रेजी अथवा जहन्दी में ह गा एवं इसे संजक्षि एवं जकसी तकि अथवा जववरण के जबना अपील के
कारण ं के स्पष्ट शीिों के अं तगि त तैयार करना चाजहए एवं ऐसे कारण ं क क्रमानुसार क्रमां जकत करना चाजहए।
5. The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and under
distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative and such
grounds should be numbered consecutively.
6. केंजिय सीमा शुल्क अजिजनयम, 1962 की िारा 129 ऐ के उपबन् ं के अं तगि त जनिाि ररत फीस जजस स्थान पर पीठ
क्तस्थत है , वहां के जकसी भी राष्टरीयकृत बैं क की शाखा से न्यायाजिकरण की पीठ के सहायक रजजस्ट्रार के नाम पर
रे खां जकत माोँ ग ड्र ाफ्ट के जररए अदा की जाएगी तथा यह माोँ ग ड्र ाफ्ट अपील के प्रपत्र के साथ संलग्न जकया जाएगा।
6. The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section 129A of the Customs Act,1962 shall be
paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the Bench of the
Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place where the Bench is
situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of appeal.
7. इस आदे श के जवरूद्ध सीमा शुल्क, उत्पाद शुल्क एवं सेवाकर अपीलीय न्यायाजिकरण में शुल्क के 7.5% जहां
शुल्क अथवा शुल्क एवं जुरमाना का जववाद है अथवा जुरमाना जहां शीफि जुरमाना के बारे मे जववाद है उसका
भुकतान करके अपील की जा शकती है ।
7. An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5% of the duty
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty alone is
in dispute”.
8. न्यायालय शुल्क अजिजनयम, 1870 के अं तगि त जनिाि ररत जकए अनुसार संलग्न जकए गए आदे श की प्रजत पर उपयु ि
न्यायालय शुल्क जिकि लगा ह ना चाजहए।
8. The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as

prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sub: Show Cause Notice No. VIII/48-72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021, issued by the
Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad to M/s. Container Corporation of
India Ltd., situated at ICD-Khodiyar, Jamiyatpura Village Road, Near Khodiyar
Railway Station, S. G. Highway, Dist. Gandhinagar (Gujarat)
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M/s. Container Corporation of India Ltd., situated at ICD-Khodiyar,
Jamiyatpura Village Road, Near Khodiyar Railway Station, S. G. Highway, Dist.
Gandhinagar (Gujarat) (hereinafter referred to as ‘CONCOR’ or ‘Noticee’ or
‘Custodian’ for the sake of brevity) have been duly approved as Customs Cargo
Service Provider (“CCSP” for the sake of brevity) under Regulation 10 of the Handling
of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009 (“HCCAR, 2009” for the sake of brevity)
read with Section 45(1) of the Customs Act, 1962 for the premises specified vide
Notification No. 4/2011-Customs (NT) dated 06-06-2011 (referred to as ‘ICD Khodiyar’),
issued by the then Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.

2.

M/s. State Trading Corporation (hereinafter referred to as “the Importer” or

“STC” for the sake of brevity) imported 20,243.858 Kg of Silver Bars of 0.9999 purity
from M/s. J. P. Morgan, Hong Kong vide Bill of Lading No. HKGCB19000241 dated
13.01.2019, loaded in Container No. CAIU-6840387. The importer filed Bill of Entry
No.9686652 on 17.01.2019 for warehouse through their Customs Broker M/s.
International Cargo Services (hereinafter referred to as “ICS” or “Customs Broker” for
the sake of brevity) for Silver Bars weighing 20,243.858 Kg valued at Rs.72,69,56,940/and involving total Customs duty of Rs.9,89,31,570/- including IGST.

3.

The said Bill of Entry was routed through RMS, wherein no assessment and no

examination had been prescribed and the Bill of Entry was given Out of Customs
Charge on 04.02.2019. The facts of the case reveal that, after giving Out of Customs
Charge, the container was opened by the Customs Broker in the absence of any
Customs Officer for delivery of the Silver Bars. Thereafter, shortage of 95 Silver Bars
weighing 2973.341 Kg was noticed by (i) the representative of ICS, (ii) the Surveyor,
duly appointed by CONCOR, the Custodian (iii) the Security Personnel and (iv) the
representative of Brinks India Pvt. Ltd (hereinafter referred to as “M/s. Brinks”), who
are the door-to-door delivery agent for the Importer. CONCOR’s security staff sealed
the container with CONCOR seal and thereafter, a joint survey was undertaken on
15.02.2019, after a delay of 11 days, and a Joint Note was issued confirming the
shortage of the imported Silver Bars. The said Silver Bars were warehoused on
18.02.2019.

4.

STC filed an Ex-Bond Bill of Entry No. 3258076 dated 16.05.2019 seeking

release of Silver Bars weighing 17270.517 Kg. STC paid Customs duty on the short
quantity of 2973.341 Kg under protest. The Chain of Events is detailed below in tabular
format (Table A) for ease of reference.
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Table A: Chronology of Events in the Case

Date
07.01.2019

13.01.2019

17.01.2019

25.01.2019

27.01.2019

27.01.2019

31.01.2019

31.01.2019
01.02.2019

02.02.2019

Chain of Events
J.P. Morgan, United Kingdom issues invoice STC/190107000043
dated 07.01.2019 for export of Silver Bars from Hongkong.
Silver Bars were exported by J.P. Morgan under Bill of Lading No.
HKGCB19000241 dated 13.01.2019, vide Container No. CAIU6840387 and 3 seals having no. HKG1816967 & 3522747 AND
OOLDYS 0429
M/s. State Trading Corporation filed Bill of Entry for warehouse
bearing number 9686652 on 17.01.2019 through their Customs
Broker M/s. International Cargo Services. The import item was Silver
Bars of 0.9999 purity of 20243.86 Kgs and Container no.
CAIU6840387 with seal no. HKG1816967 & 3522747 AND OOLDYS
0429
IGM No. 2215622 dated. 25.01.2019 was filed by the Shipping Line.
As per the SEA IGM INQUIRY, the goods are described as '21
wooden pallets STC : 657 Pcs. Silver bars, Net weight : 20,243.8580
KGs'
The vessel containing aforesaid container arrived at Nhava Sheva
port in India on 27.01.2019 by vessel APL New York of Shipping Line
STD lines.
A local IGM No. 3085705 dated 27.01.2019 was filed by the shipping
line. The goods were described as 21 wooden pallets STC: 657 Pes
Silver Bars, Net weight : 20,243.8580 KGs'
Container No. CAIU6840387 was booked by CONCOR on Train No.
BRTX 22731 on 31.01.2019 from JNPT to Vadodara with cargo
description mentioned in manifest as ‘Silver Bars' having weight
mentioned as 22.82 MTs and seal No. 1816967 (the one which is
mentioned on Bill of Lading as well as on foreign supplier's invoice as
well as Train Summary).
A survey was carried out by CONCOR's Surveyor and Seal No. 0429
was recorded. This survey was carried out on 31.01.2019 at the time
of loading of container No. CAIU 6840387 in Train No. BRTX 22731
At around 18:00 Hrs the Train BRTX 22731 arrives at Vadodara and
is kept on hold.
The container moved from Baroda to Khodiyar Container Depot in
Train no. - BKHTX22136 and reached at ICD-Khodiyar on 02.02.2019
at around 11:40 hours.
Mr. Vijay Mafatlal Parmar, working as Surveyor conducts a survey of
the train and containers and marks in the “Rail Inward/Outward
Register” seal no. 1816967 for the container CAIU-6840387 which
was placed on wagon no. 160156. on Train no. BKHTX22136
The container/cargo is offloaded in yard at 14:00 hours in location noI/9/34/A

04.02.2019

At around 11:00 am Customs Broker informs the Security in-charge
that the cargo is high value and needs to be moved
Before moving container from location No I/9/34/A to the specified
place in ICD Khodiyar, CONCOR weighed the container vide
weighment RCT No. 1155 with the help of vehicle No HR 56B 3366
on 04.02.2019 at 12.13 hrs. CONCOR's officials have recorded Seal
No. EAR 38620 in the said weighment slip
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07.02.2019

5.

Between 16:00 and 18:00 Hrs, the seal was cut in the presence of the
representative of Customs Broker and Seal no. EAR38620 was
noticed, which is different from the Seals mentioned in Bill of Lading.
It was also noticed that 3 pallets were missing and weight was also
less than that mentioned in Bill of Lading.
At around 20:00 hrs a joint survey was done and the container was
sealed with CONCOR Seal No NWR200088, Location (G1).
At 20.08 Hrs, CONCOR carried out weighment of the said container
vide weighment RCT No. 4235 and recorded weight 19660 KGs
(gross)
Complaint dated 06.02.2019 was submitted at Adalaj Police station by
officials of CONCOR

Thus, prima facie, it was found that there were multiple counts of violations by

the Custodian, who was the Customs Cargo Service Provider under Regulation 10 of
the HCCAR, 2009.

6.

During the course of investigation of the case, statements of various concerned

persons were recorded with respect to the import of the subject consignment. The brief
of the statements recorded is as follows:

6.1

Statement of Shri Vijay Mafatlal Parmar, Supervisor of M/s Aquarius Marine

Services (CONCOR’s Surveyor) was recorded under Section 108 of the Customs
Act, 1962 on 15.10.2020. In relation to shortage of cargo of goods which were
imported, he deposed that he worked as a Surveyor at M/s Aquarius Marine Services; a
firm on contract with CONCOR for carrying out various works like Surveying of
Container Rack Trains, warehousing and many other types of work at ICD-Khodiyar, the
Custodian of which is CONCOR. He further stated that, his job profile entails verification
of various details of trains that arrive at ICD Khodiyar from various ports; that they were
informed by the railway staff telephonically, that a train will be arriving or has entered
the ICD and then he would go to the yard where the train was parked to verify the
various details such as Train no., Container no., Seal no., Wagon number etc. He also
informed that he matched the same with the inward train summary and entered it in
“Rail Inward/Outward Register”. Regarding physical verification of seal by him for the
said container, he stated that he had checked that the container was duly sealed, but,
he had not checked the seal number on the container; that he found in the advance
summary in system that the seal number for CAIU-6840387 was 1816967, so he wrote
the same in the “Rail Inward/Outward Register”. He specifically admitted that it was his
mistake that he did not verify the actual seal number. He further stated that thereafter,
he entered the said details in the system; and that he had no further role. For further
details on the said goods, he named one Shri. Tushar Manohar More, Supervisor at
M/s. Aquarius Marine Services as competent person.
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6.2

Statement of Shri Tushar Manohar More, the Supervisor of M/s Aquarius

Marine Services, was recorded on 15.10.2020 under the provisions of Section 108
of the Customs Act, 1962. He deposed that he works as a supervisor at M/s. Aquarius
Marine Services, a firm on contract with CONCOR to carry out various works like
Surveying of Container Rack Trains, loading/ unloading of containers, Stuffing / Destuffing of containers, movement and handling of containers from one location to
another, survey of Gate in and Gate out warehousing and many other types of work at
ICD-Khodiyar, the Custodian of which is CONCOR. He further stated that, as a
supervisor he handled various Surveyors looking after the above mentioned work. On
being asked he furnished a copy of the Letter of Intent dated 29.11.2016, along with its
Annexure, issued by CONCOR to M/s. Aquarius Marine Services. He further confirmed
that he was the person in-charge of supervision on 02.02.2019. Regarding the presence
of the representative at the time of cutting of seal of container no. CAIU-6840387 on
04.02.2019, he stated that one person from M/s. Aquarius Marine Services, Mr. Sunil
Mahavar was present as Surveyor on behalf of CONCOR; that their company also
provided services to the Customs Broker and so, Mr. Alpesh Thakor was present as
Surveyor on behalf of Customs Broker.

7.

From the above details, it appeared that M/s. Aquarius Marine Services was a

firm on contract with CONCOR for carrying out various works like Surveying of
Container Rack Trains, loading/ unloading of containers, Stuffing / De-stuffing of
containers, movement and handling of containers from one location to another, survey
of Gate in and gate out warehousing and many other works at ICD-Khodiyar, whose
custodian is CONCOR. The various works awarded to M/s. Aquarius Marine Services
were as per the contract awarded by CONCOR. Copy of the LOI issued by CONCOR
(Container Corporation of India Ltd.) dated 29.11.2016 along with its Annexure, were
presented by Shri Tushar Manohar More, the Supervisor of M/s Aquarius Marine
Services, at the time of his statement dated 15.10.2020.

8.

Considering the facts available on record and the depositions made by the

personnel of M/s Aquarius Marine Services, it was observed that there is a procedure in
place for clearance of High Value Cargo from ICD, Khodiyar. CONCOR had issued two
Trade Notices dated 31.07.2013 and dated 17.03.2015, as per which it is prescribed
that prior intimation is to be given to CONCOR when bringing in High Value Cargo of
precious metals. On receipt of the intimation regarding High Value Cargo, the container
is required to be moved to High Value location and once the High Value Cargo is moved
to the designated location, the clearance of the same is to be done in the presence of
representatives of all the stakeholders – in this case, representatives of the Customs
Broker, M/s. Brinks India Pvt. Ltd., the door to door delivery agent for STC, Security,
one Surveyor appointed by the Customs Broker and one Surveyor appointed by
CONCOR, the Custodian of ICD Khodiyar. However, in the present case, though the
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cargo was of high value, CONCOR did not try to ascertain the details of the said
container.

9.

In the instant case, as per the procedure laid down, the Surveyor of M/s.

Aquarius Marine Services, the agency in contract with and working on behalf of
CONCOR, was required to carry out the survey of Wagon carrying the Containers, on
its arrival, to record/note the container number and the seal. However, Mr. Vijay Mafatlal
Parmar, Surveyor (in-charge of verifying the seal on arrival of the container via rail on
02.02.2019) in his statement dated 15.10.2020 has categorically admitted that he did
not verify the seal on the container. Even at the time of cutting of the seal, the seal
number was neither verified by CONCOR through representative of M/s Aquarius
Marine Services nor through the representative of Customs Broker, Mr. Kalpesh
Mudaliyar.
10.

CONCOR should have been more vigilant in as much as:
a. The train summary from Nhava Sheva to Vadodara had description of goods for
container no. CAIU6840387 as SILVER. The Surveyor and CONCOR should
have categorized the cargo as High Value and should have taken proper care.
b. The Surveyor, M/s Aquarius Marine Services, in contract with CONCOR to carry
out all the logistics handling services at ICD Khodiyar, failed to verify the seals
on container as Mr. Vjay Mafatlal Parmar admitted the same in his statement
dated 15.10.2020 recorded under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962.

11.

The failures mentioned above, appeared to be in violation of HCCAR, 2009

notified vide Notification No. 26/2009- Cus (NT), dated 17-03-2009 which cast
responsibilities on a Custodian/Customs Cargo Service Provider. CONCOR appeared
to be in violation of the said regulation on the following counts:
i.

CONCOR, the Custodian, through their Surveyor, failed to ensure proper Survey of
Containers being unloaded into their custody.

ii.

CONCOR, the Custodian, failed to follow prescribed procedure of dealing with
High-Value Cargo and the imported Silver Bars remained in General Yard for 2
days.

iii.

CONCOR, as the Custodian, failed to provide safety and security to imported
goods in their custody. Their gross negligence led to pilferage of imported Silver
Bars.

iv.

CONCOR filed a police complaint of the theft/pilferage but failed to pursue it to
proper conclusion. On the contrary, they sat over the inconclusive Police Report to
escape responsibility on account of their failure in complying with the provisions of
HCCAR, 2009.
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v.

CONCOR failed to comply with the provisions of Regulations 5, 6, 11 and 12(8) of
“Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009” notified vide Notification
No. 26/2009-Cus (NT) dated 17-03-2009.

12.

Therefore, it appeared that CONCOR through their acts of omission and

commission, summarized above, read with the obligations cast upon them as
Custodian/ CCSP in terms of Regulations 5 and 6 of HCCAR, 2009, had violated the
above provisions of the said Regulations and hence, necessary action was required to
be taken against CONCOR, as envisaged in the said Regulations. The responsibility of
ensuring safety and security of imported goods unloaded in their premises lies squarely
on the Custodian/ CCSP and they are required to pay import duty in case the goods are
pilfered. In the instant case, the documentary evidences and the statements of
Surveyors employed by CONCOR, clearly point out that there have been serious lapses
on the part of CONCOR in taking steps to safeguard the High Value goods, which could
have prevented the goods from being pilfered.

13.

In the instant case, the facts reveal that after giving Out of Customs Charge, the

container was opened in the presence of (i) representative of the Customs Broker (ii)
the Surveyor, duly appointed by CONCOR, the Custodian (iii) the representative of M/s.
Brinks, who are the door-to-door delivery agent of Silver Bars for STC, whereby the
shortage of 95 Silver Bars weighing 2973.341 Kg was noticed. Therefore, it was evident
that CONCOR had failed to provide proper safety and security to the imported goods in
their custody and their gross negligence had led to pilferage of the said 2973.341 Kg of
Silver Bars, found short, from the Customs area i.e. ICD-Khodiyar.

14.

In view of the above facts, it was observed that the Custodian had acted in an

unprofessional manner and handled High Value goods, in the form of Silver Bars, in a
casual manner, thereby violating various obligations cast on them under HCCAR, 2009.
It appeared that, by the acts of commission and omission discussed herein above,
CONCOR had violated various statutory provisions and had thereby, rendered
themselves liable to penalty under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 in addition
to penalty under Regulation 11 and Regulation 12(8) of the HCCAR, 2009. Accordingly,
Show Cause Notice No. VIII/48-72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021 was issued to M/s.
Container Corporation of India Ltd., situated at ICD-Khodiyar, Jamiyatpura Village
Road, Near Khodiyar Railway Station, S. G. Highway, Dist. Gandhinagar (Gujarat),
making them answerable to the office of the Principal Commissioner of Customs, 1 st
floor, Custom House, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad asking them to show cause as to why:
(i)

the approval granted to them to operate as Customs Cargo Service Provider
should not be suspended or revoked, in terms of Regulation 11 of the
Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009, as amended;
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(ii)

penalty should not be imposed upon them under sub-Regulation (8) of
Regulation 12 of the Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations,
2009;

(iii)

Customs Duty of Rs. 1,45,30,693/- (Rupees One Crore Forty-five Lakhs
Thirty Thousand Six Hundred and Ninety-Three Only) should not be
demanded from them under Regulation 6(j) of the Handling of Cargo in
Customs Areas Regulations, 2009 read with Section 45(3) of the Customs
Act, 1962;

(iv)

2973.341 Kg of Silver Bars found short should not be held liable to
confiscation under Section 111(j) of the Customs Act, 1962;

(v)

Penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 112 (a) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

15.

Further, in terms of Regulation 12 of HCCAR, 2009, Shri Abhishek Kumar,

Deputy Commissioner of Customs, ICD-Khodiyar was appointed as the Inquiry Officer
in the said case. The Inquiry Officer submitted his Inquiry Report to the Joint
Commissioner (Technical), Customs vide letter F.NO. VIII/10-02/ICD-Khb/International
Cargo-Adj/21 dated 16.04.2021.
Written Submission of CONCOR:

16.

CONCOR furnished their written submission dated 12.03.2021 in response to the

SCN No. VIII/48-72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021 wherein they requested to show
leniency in the matter and have assured of abiding by the guidelines issued with regard
to their role as Custodian. The Custodian in their reply to SCN stated that:

16.1 The importer M/s. State Trading Corporation through their appointed agents M/s.
Brinks International Pvt. Ltd had appointed M/s. International Cargo Services as their
Customs Broker (CB) for clearance of the Container no. CAlU6840387. The Bill of Entry
was filed by the Customs Broker on 17/01/2019 prior to arrival of vessel and landing of
the container on Indian soil. The container arrived at ICD/Khodiyar on 2/2/2019 and the
CB processed for clearance of the container on 4/2/2019. The Customs Out of Charge
was given by the Proper Officer, that the seal verification was done by the CB and they
presented authenticated documents to the Customs Officer to facilitate clearance.

16.2

CONCOR further drew attention to Standing Order No. 01/2016 issued by the

Principal Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, in relation to RMS clearances (the
Standing Order was specifically for ICD Tumb) that “clearance through RMS also
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categorically mentions Out of Charge officer to verify Container No. & Seal Nos.” They
further submitted that, the seal was cut by CB in absence of Customs Officer, Surveyor
& handling contractor and that the discrepancy of shortage was found on opening the
container.
16.3

In respect to High Value cargo CONCOR stated that as per the procedure at ICD

Khodiyar for high value cargo container, the container on arrival by train is loaded on
trailer and brought to the weighbridge. A weighment Slip is generated which is handed
over to the CB to present it to Customs for verifying the weight of the container before
getting it cleared. The high value cargo container after weighment is shifted to the high
value container stack & is kept under supervision and security. They added that in this
instant case also, the weighment slip which was generated before placement of the
container was handed over to the CB. CONCOR stated that the noting of seal no. on
weighment slip must have been done by the CB representative after observing the
mismatch in seal number. They stated that CONCOR does not record anything
manually on the weighment slip other than the signature of the person who generated
weighment slip at the weighbridges. They further added that the train summary which
was generated by JNPT was transferred to Vadodara and after unloading of the
Vadodara containers, the train summary which was generated and transferred to
Khodiyar carried all the relevant details except cargo description. CONCOR claimed
that the train summary received at Vadodara was called only after knowing about the
issue of shortage and not before. They submitted that the importer M/s STC through
their appointed agent, had blatantly flouted the norms and had not intimated CONCOR
on arrival of high value cargo. Therefore, the container was treated at par with other
import containers and was stacked in import stack. According to CONCOR, they were
informed of the high value nature of cargo on 4/2/2019 and therefore the relevant
procedures from placement & handling were followed.
16.4

CONCOR further submitted that they had not received any communication from

M/s. STC (the importer) or M/s. BRINKS (Door to Door carried of Ms. STC) or M/s.
International Cargo Service (CB appointed by M/s. STC for clearance) regarding arrival
of high value cargo in container, which they claimed to be a gross violation of the two
trade notices issued by them in this regard.
16.5 With regard to the lapses on the part of the Custodian, CONCOR stated that they
did not agree that there was procedural lapse while surveying the container on its
arrival. The mismatch in seal no. was not recorded properly by the Surveyor.
16.6 CONCOR further added that there is no set procedure for defining any cargo as
high value as all imports carry different cargo which is cleared at ICD and Customs
generates revenues at different rates through levy of Customs duty. They submitted that
CONCOR ICD/KHDB had pro-actively decided to safeguard the interest of CONCOR
and also of the customer (importer) and that certain procedures were adopted at the
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terminal which were upgraded from time to time. Trade Notices were given for
streamlining the procedures.
16.7 CONCOR submitted that in the instant case, the importer/their representative
blatantly flouted the norms. The container was treated the same way as other import
containers as the importer failed to pre-intimate them of the arrival of high value
consignment. CONCOR stated that the content of the container was known only on
4/2/2019. i.e., two days after its arrival that it contained high value cargo. And on getting
to know of this on 4/2/2019 due procedures were practiced as per their internal extant
guidelines.

16.8

CONCOR denied that they had failed to provide safety and security to the

imported goods. They submitted that CONCOR, ICD Khodiyar moves around 2 Lakh
TEUs of exports and imports annually and all due care is taken for their safety and
security. They further stated that the container on arrival was stacked securely in the
import stack location till it was moved to the high value cargo area upon information by
the CB that it carried high value cargo. They added that Customs also had granted
Customs

Out

Of

Charge

based

on

the

guidelines issued

by Ahmedabad

Commissionerate for RMS container vide Standing Order no. 01/2016 dated 07/10/2019
(the Standing Order was specifically issued for ICD Tumb).

16.9

CONCOR has further submitted that the police complaint was filed and was

accepted on 06/02/2019 and Adalaj Police had carried out full investigation in this case.
They contended that the Police had given their final conclusion vide their letter dated
14/7/2019 duly received on 19/07/2019 wherein they categorically stated that the
theft/pilferage had not occurred at ICD Khodiyar.

16.10 CONCOR claimed that CONCOR had fully complied with the HCCAR, 2009. The
only part where the lacuna is observed is that the recording of seal number on arrival of
the container at ICD Khodiyar by the appointed Surveyor of CONCOR.

16.11 With respect to Police Investigation, they stated that Regulation 5(1)(ii) and
Section 45(3) did not hold relevance as it is regarding imported goods pilfered after
unloading. They claimed that in this case, the shortage was observed after opening of
the container after Customs had granted Out of Charge.
16.12

CONCOR further stated that Section 111 of Customs Act, 1962 did not hold

relevance as no dutiable or prohibited goods are removed or are attempted to be
removed. Section 112 of Customs Act, 1962 did not hold relevance as no goods were
confiscated.

16.13 CONCOR stated that it was a false allegation against them that after giving
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Customs Out of Charge the container was opened in presence of the representative of
CB, Surveyor and representative of Brinks. They submitted that the container seal was
cut by the CHA representative by his own arrangement without any presence of the
CONCOR Surveyor or representative from M/s. Brinks. The shortage was observed
only after opening of the container and at that time after opening of the container the CB
checked the seal and found the mis-match. CONCOR stated that the cutting of the seal
by CHA was clearly mentioned in the report submitted to DC Customs

16.14 CONCOR claimed that the imputation of charges levelled against them is untrue
and not supported by facts. They further submitted that the records presented by
CONCOR and the investigating agency absolves them from the allegations levelled, as
prima-facie, it was established that the theft/pilferage had not occurred at ICD Khodiyar.
They stated that though CONCOR admited that the seal no. was not checked at the
time of container arrival, but that did not prove that the theft/pilferage had happened in
the premises of ICD/ Khodiyar and that too had been independently investigated by
Gandhinagar Police and they already had submitted a conclusive statement.

16.15 CONCOR stated that they had abided by HCCAR, 2009 norms since its inception
way back from 2006 and had fully complied with the various provisions contained
therein. They pleaded that deviations, if any, may kindly be viewed leniently and
requested to exonerate them from the charges levelled.

16.16 They claimed that CONCOR had abided by all Rules, Regulations & procedures
as a Custodian under HCCAR, 2009 and therefore sought leniency if any provisions
under the rule had been overlooked or violated.

16.17 CONCOR added that it had been stated by the Investigative agency i.e.,
Gandhinagar Police through Sub-Inspector Adalaj Police Station in their report that the
theft / Pilferage had not occurred at ICD Khodiyar. CONCOR submitted that their liability
with regards to Customs Duty did not arise as the goods themselves were received
short at ICD Khodiyar and investigation mentioned that the Pilferage might have
happened at Mumbai. CONCOR submitted that they have only transported the container
from Mumbai and the same container was cleared at ICD Khodiyar. They added that the
container weight was not measured on arrival and it was presumed that the contents
inside the container were intact. Discrepancy was observed only after opening of the
container and cutting the seal by CB.

16.18 They claimed that since, the origin of the pilfered content is not known to
CONCOR till-the time of physical inspection after Customs clearance, the liability of
import shortage of goods may not be levied on CONCOR.
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16.19 They stated that the place where the content was pilfered was not established in
the whole sequence of events and therefore, CONCOR may not be held liable for
shortage of Silver Bars.

16.20 They finally submitted that CONCOR had always maintained a clear record in all
its transactions and had been in this business for the past more than 30 years and had
set up ICDs all across India. Being a PSU, they had adopted the best practices and
always had abided by the rules & regulations of all regulatory authorities including
Customs. CONCOR stated that in the instant case too they had fully adhered to
HCCAR, 2009 norms as a Custodian and therefore sought leniency in the matter where
it could not meet the laid down norms or had contravened with the provisions of
HCCAR, 2009. CONCOR submitted that they always gave prime importance to the
SOP/guidelines in handling all kind of containers. They submitted that they always had
maintained a very cordial relationship in their working with Customs and other
stakeholders. They sought leniency in the matters and assured that they would abide by
all the guidelines issued in this regard in their role of a Custodian.
Findings of the Inquiry Officer
17.

The Inquiry Officer after going through the case records, statements and

submissions made by CONCOR, held that the charges framed out in the Show Cause
Notice F. No. VIII/48-72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021 are proved on the following
grounds:

18.1

Articles of Charge (i) CONCOR, through their Surveyor, had failed to ensure

proper Survey of Containers being unloaded into their custody.
18.1.1 Findings as per Inquiry Report: The Surveyor, M/s. Aquarius Marine Services
was the Agency in contract, and was working on behalf of CONCOR. The said firm had
been appointed by CONCOR for carrying out various works like survey of Container
Rack Trains, Warehousing etc in ICD-Khodiyar. They were required to carry out the
survey of Wagon carrying the Containers on its arrival. However, Mr. Vijay Mafatlal
Parmar, Surveyor (In-charge of verifying the seal on the arrival of container via rail on
02.02.2019) in his statement dated 15.10.2020 has admitted that he did not verify the
seal number on the container. Moreover, in their letter dated 12.03.2021, CONCOR has
also submitted at Para 4(i) that “they agreed that there was a procedural lapse while
surveying the container on its arrival. The mismatch in seal no. was not recorded
properly by the Surveyor.”
Further, Shri Tushar Manohar More, who was working as Supervisor of M/s.
Aquarius Marine Services, a firm on contract with CONCOR to carry out various works
like, surveying of Container Rack Trains, loading/ unloading of containers, stuffing /destuffing of containers, movement and handling of containers from one location to
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another, survey of gate in and gate out warehousing and many other types of work at
ICD-Khodiyar, the Custodian of which is CONCOR, has recorded in his statement that
at the time of cutting of seal of container no. CAIU-6840387 on 04.02.2019, one person
from M/s. Aquarius Marine Services, Mr. Sunil Mahavar was present as Surveyor on
behalf of CONCOR; that their company also provided services to the Customs Broker
and so, Mr. Alpesh Thakor was present as Surveyor on behalf of Customs Broker.
In their reply dated 12.03.2021, CONCOR has also submitted that “As per our
records and as informed the CHA had cut the seal, and no Surveyor or handling
contractor was present at the time of seal cutting. It is a matter of contradiction that the
same agency i.e. M/s Aquarius Marine Services was also the insurance and loss
assessor from M/s International Cargo Services and the name of Mr. Sunil Mahavar do
not appear in our records. It is therefore very likely that named person must be acting
jointly on behalf of CONCOR and the CB and therefore cannot be relied upon.”
The Inquiry Report observed that it is the responsibility of CONCOR to get the
seals verified through Surveyors. CONCOR had engaged the services of M/s. Aquarius
Marine Services for this specific task. In fact, the seal number was neither verified by
CONCOR through representative of M/s Aquarius Marine Services nor through the
representative of Customs Broker, Mr. Kalpesh Mudaliyar. Hence, the Inquiry Report
concluded that it was crystal clear that CONCOR had failed in the process of surveying
of the Containers.

18.2. Articles of Charge (ii) Custodian failed to follow prescribed procedure of
dealing with High-Value cargo and the imported Silver Bars remained in General
Yard for 2 days.
18.2.1 Findings as per Inquiry Report: CONCOR had earlier issued two Trade
Notices dated 31.07.2013 and dated 17.03.2015 for streamlining the procedure for
bringing in High Value Cargo of precious metal. It is stated in the said Trade Notices
that, on receipt of the High Value Cargo, the container is required to be moved to ‘High
Value Location’ and once the High Value Cargo is moved to the designated location, the
clearance of the same is to be done in the presence of representatives from Customs
Broker, M/s. Brinks India Pvt. Ltd., the security agent and door to door delivery agent for
STC, Security, a Surveyor appointed by Customs Broker and one Surveyor appointed
by CONCOR (the Custodian of ICD Khodiyar). However, in the present case, though
the cargo was of high value, CONCOR did not try to ascertain the details of the said
container.
Moreover, in their reply dated 12.03.2021, M/s CONCOR has submitted that “the
train summary which was received from Vadodara did not carry cargo description but
carried container seal no. The train which moved from JNPT on 31.12.2018 was
carrying import containers of Vadodara and Khodiyar and the train was moved under
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Hub & Spoke arrangement. The train summary which was generated by JNPT was
transferred to Vadodara and after unloading of the Vadodara containers, the train
summary which was generated and transferred to Khodiyar carried all the relevant
details except cargo description. The train summary received at Vadodara was called
only after knowing about the issue of shortage and not before. The importer M/s STC /
their appointed agent, had blatantly flouted the norms and had not intimated CONCOR
on arrival of high value cargo. Therefore, the container was treated at par with other
import containers and was stacked in import stack. CONCOR was informed of high
value nature of cargo on 4.2.2019 and thereafter, the relevant procedures from
placement & handling were followed…..In the instant case there was no physical
verification of the containers or of the seal by the Customs Broker or the Customs
Supdt./Inspector before according Customs Out of Charge ”
The Inquiry report observed that CONCOR’s own rail summary of container
no. CAIU 6840387 was prepared by CONCOR (i.e. as a “transporter/Custodian”)
itself at the gateway port (Nhava Sheva), when the cargo was to be transshipped
to ICD- Khodiyar and both the documents reflected Silver Bars as description of
goods. In CONCOR’s Forwarding Note No. 2701 RCL dated 28.01.2019 the
description of goods was categorically mentioned “Silver Bars”.
The Inquiry Report concluded that in view of these documentary evidences it
was beyond any doubt that, CONCOR was well aware about the presence of High
Value Cargo and it could not just keep waiting for the prior intimation of other institutions
regarding the High Value Cargo.

18.3

Article of Charge (iii) CONCOR failed to provide safety and security to

imported goods in their custody. Their gross negligence led to pilferage of
imported Silver Bars.

18.3.1 Findings as per Inquiry Report: Being the Custodian, it is prima facie
responsibility of CONCOR to provide safety and security to imported goods in their
Custody. Even though CONCOR is safely handling around 2 Lakh TEUs annually of
exports and imports, in the current matter, it is evident that CONCOR has failed to carry
out the survey work in proper fashion.

After shifting of the containers to High Value location, CONCOR had engaged
the services of M/s Aquarius Marine Services for the purpose of survey work of the said
container. The seal number of the container was not verified by CONCOR (through
representatives of M/s Aquarius Marine Services). Proper survey work could have led
to detection of anomaly in seal at early stage and keeping the container at
designated place for high value cargo from beginning itself could have prevented
the theft.
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Further, CONCOR’s own rail summary reflected Silver Bars as description of
goods. In CONCOR’s Forwarding Note No. 2701 RCL dated 28.01.2019, the description
of goods was categorically mentioned as “Silver Bars”. Hence, CONCOR was aware
about the presence of high value cargo and yet the cargo was not immediately shifted to
High Value cargo location.
The Inquiry Report observed that in view of the above, clearly CONCOR had
failed to provide safety and security to imported goods in their custody leading to
pilferage of imported Silver Bars.
18.4.

Article of Charge (iv) They filed Police Complaint of the theft/pilferage but

failed to pursue it to proper conclusion. On the contrary, they sat over the
inconclusive Police Report to escape responsibility on account of their failure in
complying with HCCAR, 2009.

18.4.1 Findings as per Inquiry Report: The manner in which CONCOR took up the
issue with Police itself shows lack of sincerity on their part. The report submitted by
Police appears to have been made simply on the basis of letter submitted by CONCOR
itself mentioning the mismatch in actual seal number and the seal number recorded in
documents, the difference between the two, in turn, probably prompted the Police to
believe that theft occurred in transit and before the goods arrived at the premises of ICD
Khodiyar. There is no other evidence on record to suggest that theft has occurred
outside ICD Khodiyar. The fact that CONCOR had failed to verify the seals during
survey of the container further complicated the issue and failure of CONCOR to get this
investigated through Police is apparent on records.

18.5

Articles of Charge (v) CONCOR have failed to carry out their duties as per

Regulation 5, 6, 11 and 12(8) of “Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas
Regulations, 2009” notified vide Notification No. 26/2009-Cus (NT) dated 17-032009
18.5.1 Findings as per Inquiry Report: In the instant case, M/s State Trading
Corporation imported 20,243.858 Kgs of Silver Bars and filed Bill of Entry for warehouse
bearing number 9686652 on 17.01.2019 through their Customs Broker M/s.
International Cargo Services for Silver Bars of 0.9999 purity weighing 20243.858 Kg
valued at Rs.72,69,56,940/- and involving total Customs duty of Rs.9,89,31,570/including IGST. The said goods arrived at Nhava Sheva in Container No. CAIU6840387
and the said Container was booked by CONCOR for transshipment to ICD Khodiyar.
CONCOR’s rail summary of container no. CAIU 6840387 was prepared by
CONCOR (i.e. as a “transporter/Custodian”) itself at the gateway port (Nhava
Sheva), when the cargo was to be transshipped to ICD-Khodiyar and both the
documents reflected Silver Bars as description of goods. In CONCOR’s forwarding Note
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No.2701 RCL dated 28.01.2019 the description of goods was categorically mentioned
as “Silver Bars” and hence, it can be held that CONCOR was aware about the presence
of High Value Cargo. However, the goods were not immediately shifted to High
Value Cargo location which is under greater security cover than cargo lying
elsewhere. The reply from CONCOR that “In this instant case no goods were handled
on 2.2.2019. Only Container No. CAIU6840387 is being handled and discrepancy was
noticed after opening of the container after customs clearance. No cargo was handled
and therefore the clause is not applicable” appears weak since “handling the Goods” is
implicitly contained in the process of “handling of Containers”.
After shifting of the containers to high value location, CONCOR had engaged the
services of M/s Aquarius Marine Services for the purpose of survey work of the said
container. The seal number of the container was not verified by CONCOR (through
representative of M/s Aquarius Marine Services). Subsequently, the container was
opened in the presence of (i) the representative of CB (ii) Surveyor duly appointed by
CONCOR (the Custodian) (iii) the representative of M/s BRINKS, the security agency of
M/s STC for delivery of Silver bars, and shortage of 95 silver bars weighing 2973.341
Kgs was noticed. CONCOR’s reply that “….Container seal was cut by CHA
representative by his own arrangement without any presence of the CONCOR
Surveyor. This shortage was observed only after opening of the container and at that
time after opening of the container the CB Checked the seal and found the mis-match.
…” does not hold much weight as it was their responsibility to carry out proper survey of
the Container. The Inquiry Report observed that the mis-match in seal numbers of
the Container should have been observed by them and communicated to them
which could have prevented the theft altogether.
The Inquiry Report mentioned that the report submitted by Police also appeared
to have been made simply on the basis of letter submitted by CONCOR itself and hence
cannot be relied upon. Further, the Police Report is inconclusive as it does not point
to where actually the theft has occurred. There is no other evidence on record to
suggest that theft has occurred outside ICD Khodiyar.

Therefore, the Inquiry Report has concluded that it was evident that CONCOR
failed to provide proper safety and security to the imported goods in their custody and
their gross negligence led to removal of said 2973.341 Kg of Silver Bars found short,
from the Customs area i.e. ICD-Khodiyar, without permission of the Proper Officer of
Customs.

18.6

Conclusion of the Inquiry Officer: The Inquiry Report concluded that, M/s

CONCOR through their acts of omission and commission have failed to fulfill the
obligations cast upon them as Customs Cargo Service Provider in terms of Regulations
5 and 6 of HCCAR, 2009. Hence, they are liable for action under Regulation 11 and
12(8) of HCCAR, 2009.
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Written Submission by the Noticee:

19. The Noticee submitted a written reply dated 12.03.2021 to the impugned SCN, the
contents of which have already been reproduced at para 16 above. Hence, I refrain
from mentioning the same again to avoid repetition.

19.1

Further, as per the provisions of CBLR, 2018, a copy of the Inquiry Report was

shared with the Noticee at their registered address and they were requested to submit
their defense/representation, if any, against the Inquiry Report within stipulated time
period as prescribed under Regulation 17(6) of CBLR, 2018. However, the Noticee did
not submit any reply in their defense.

19.2

At the time of Personal Hearing on 09.11.2021, the Noticee gave a written

submission dated 09.11.2021. The primary grounds of defense in their written
submission are as follows:
A. They contested the charges and the report of the Inquiry Officer appointed in terms
of Regulation 12 of Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009.
B. They quoted Trade Notices issued by CONCOR with respect to handling of the High
Value Cargo.
C. They also cited similar incident that happened in 2012 at ICD Khodiyar, wherein the
Customs Broker was also the same as in this case, Ms. International Cargo Services
(referred to as “ICS” for brevity). They also furnished several documents related to
that case and have cited several judgments passed against ICS.
D. They cited Standing Order No. 01/2016 issued by the Commissioner of Customs,
Ahmedabad with respect to the clearances through RMS which requires the
Customs Officer to verify the container number and seal number of all cargo.
E. They re-submitted the correspondence/communication they had with the Inquiry
Officer.
Personal Hearing and Defense Submission/Representation before Adjudicating
Authority:

20.

As per the provisions of HCCAR, 2009, a copy of the Inquiry Report was shared

with the Noticee at their registered address and they were requested to submit their
defense/representation, if any. Further, Personal Hearing, in virtual mode, in terms of
instructions dated 21.8.2020 issued from F. No. 390/Misc/3/2019-JC, were accorded on
07.07.2021, 17.07.2021 & 28.07.2021, which the Custodian, CONCOR failed to attend.
With the change in the Adjudicating authority, further Personal Hearing on 25.08.2021 &
08.09.2021 were also accorded, but the Custodian CONCOR again failed to attend.
Therefore, final Personal Hearing through virtual mode was accorded on 09.11.2021,
wherein at the last moment they requested for in-person hearing, which was granted by
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the Adjudicating Authority. The Noticee submitted their written submissions at the time
of personal hearing accorded on 09.11.2021. The Noticee mainly contested the charges
on the following grounds:
A. They contested the charges and the report of the Inquiry Officer appointed in terms
of Regulation 12 of Handling of Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009.
B. They quoted Trade Notices issued by CONCOR with respect to handling of the High
Value Cargo.
C. They also cited similar incident that happened in 2012 at ICD Khodiyar, wherein the
Customs Broker was also the same as in this case, Ms. International Cargo Services
(referred to as “ICS” for brevity). They also furnished several documents related to
that case and have cited several judgments passed against ICS.
D. They cited Standing Order No. 01/2016 issued by the Commissioner of Customs,
Ahmedabad with respect to the clearances through RMS which requires the
Customs Officer to verify the container number and seal number of all cargo.
E. They re-submitted the correspondence/communication they had with the Inquiry
Officer.
They reiterated the contents of their reply dated 12.03.2021 to the SCN No. VIII/4872/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021 and requested to take a lenient view in the matter.
Discussion and Findings:
21.

I have carefully gone through the available case records, Show Cause Notice No.

VIII/48-72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021, Inquiry Report submitted by the Inquiry
Officer, written submissions made by the Noticee and Oral Submission made through
their advocate during the Personal Hearing dated 09.11.2021.

22.

I find that the main charge leveled in the Show Cause Notice No. VIII/48-

72/Cus/T/2019 dated 02.02.2021 is with regard to the Noticee’s failure to fulfill the
obligations cast upon them as Customs Cargo Service Provider in terms of Regulations
5 and 6 of HCCAR, 2009 which renders them liable for action under Regulation 11 and
12(8) of HCCAR, 2009 and with regard to contravention of the provisions of Section 45,
Section 111 and Section 112 of the Customs Act, 1962. I now proceed to discuss all the
issues raised in the impugned Show Cause Notice with relevant provisions of HCCAR,
2009 and Customs Act, 1962, findings of the Inquiry Officer and defense submissions of
the Noticee.

23.

The facts of the case reveal that the importer had filed Bill of Entry No. 9686652

dated 17.01.2019 for warehouse through their Customs Broker (ICS) for import of Silver
Bars of 0.9999 purity weighing 20,243.858 Kg, valued at Rs. 72,69,56,940/- involving
total duty amounting to Rs. 9,89,31,570/-, including IGST. The said container bearing
No. CAIU-6840387 arrived at JNCH, Nhava Sheva on 27.01.2019 and was
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transshipped by train via Vadodara and was facilitated through RMS at ICD Khodiyar.
Accordingly, the Bill of Entry was given Out of Charge on 04.02.2019. After Customs
Clearance, the container was opened for warehousing of goods by representative of the
Noticee, the Surveyor appointed by the Noticee, Security and representative of M/s.
Brinks. A shortage of 95 Silver Bars weighing 2973.341 kg was discovered, after which,
the Noticee’s security staff sealed the container with CONCOR seal. Thereafter, a Joint
Survey was undertaken on 15.02.2019 involving the concerned agencies and a Joint
Note was issued confirming the shortage of the imported Silver Bars. An Inquiry was
conducted in the matter under the provisions of Regulation 12 of HCCAR, 2009 and the
Inquiry Report was submitted on 16.04.2021 to this office.
24.

The first charge leveled against the Noticee is that they as Custodian, failed to

ensure proper Survey of Containers being unloaded into their custody, through
the Surveyor appointed by them:
24.1

Before delving further into the charge, I would like to reproduce the relevant

portion of conditions and responsibilities of the CCSP specified under Regulation 5 and
6 of the HCCAR, 2009:
“5.

Conditions to be fulfilled by Customs Cargo Service provider
The Customs Cargo Service provider for custody of imported goods or
export goods and for handling of such goods in a customs area shall
fulfill the following conditions, namely:
(1) Provide the following to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of
Customs, namely:
(i)

.............

(ii)

safe, secure and spacious premises for loading,
unloading, handling and storing of the cargo for the
projected capacity and for the examination and other
operations as may be required in compliance with any law
for the time being in force;

(iii)

.............

(6) Undertake to indemnify the Commissioner of Customs from any
liability arising on account of damages caused or loss suffered on
imported or export goods, due to accident, damage, deterioration,
destruction or any other unnatural cause during their receipt,
storage, delivery, dispatch or otherwise handling.
6.

Responsibilities of Customs Cargo Service provider
(1) The Customs Cargo Service provider shall ..........
(f) not permit goods to be removed from the customs area, or
otherwise dealt with, except under and in accordance with the
permission in writing of the Proper Officer;
..........
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(i) be responsible for the safety and security of imported and
export goods under its custody;
(j) be liable to pay duty on the goods pilfered after entry thereof
in the customs area;
(k) be responsible for the secure transit of the goods from the
said customs area to any other customs area at the same or any
other customs station in accordance with the permission
granted by the Deputy Commissioner or Assistant
Commissioner of Customs;
………………”

Regulation 5 and Regulation 6 of the HCCAR, 2009 clearly specify the conditions and
obligations to be fulfilled by the Custodian viz. the Noticee for safe and secure
storage of goods in their custody.

In the instant case, as per the undisputed facts, Mr. Vijay Mafatlal Parmar,
Surveyor of M/s Aquarius Marine Services, the Agency in contract with and working on
behalf of the Noticee, was In-charge of verifying the seal on the arrival of the said
container via rail on 02.02.2019. He has admitted in his statement dated 15.10.2020
that he did not verify the seal on the container upon its arrival in ICD Khodiyar. This is a
blatant violation of the set procedures and dereliction of duty on the part of the
representative of the Noticee. The disregard for elementary procedures reflects the
unprofessional and irresponsible attitude of the representative of the Noticee. Further,
the defense of the Noticee that the Surveyor In-charge did not record the seal number
properly after verifying the same, is an attempt at trivializing a significant lapse on the
part of the Surveyor.
When the container arrived at ICD Khodiyar, no efforts were made to survey the
container and verify the weight and seal number of the container. This is a basic
obligation cast upon the Noticee by virtue of being the CCSP of ICD Khodiyar.
Regulation 5(1)(ii) and Regulation 6(1)(i) of HCCAR, 2009 clearly specify that safe and
secure storage of the imported cargo is a condition to be fulfilled by the Noticee and a
responsibility cast upon them. I find that Noticee has failed on both the counts.
Further, in their reply dated 12.03.2021, CONCOR has also submitted that “As
per our records and as informed the CHA had cut the seal, and no Surveyor or
handling contractor was present at the time of seal cutting.” I find it a gross
violation of the obligations cast on the Noticee that at the time of cutting of the seal, the
seal number was not verified by the Noticee through representative of M/s Aquarius
Marine Services.
The Inquiry Officer has also confirmed that the Noticee has failed in the process
of surveying the containers. I, therefore, hold the charge of failure to survey the
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containers as proved.

24.2

The second charge leveled against the Noticee is Custodian failed to follow

prescribed procedure of dealing with high-value cargo and the imported Silver
Bars remained in General Yard for 2 days.
The facts of the case reveal that the said container reached ICD Khodiyar on
02.02.2019 and kept lying in the general yard area, and not the shed meant for High
Value Cargo, till the evening of 04.02.2019. In fact, there are two Trade Notices dated
31.07.2013 and dated 17.03.2015 issued by the Noticee themselves, detailing the
procedure for bringing in High Value Cargo of precious metal into the ICD. It is stated in
the said Trade Notices that, on receipt of the High Value Cargo, the container is
required to be moved to ‘high value location’ and once the High Value Cargo is moved
to the designated location, the clearance of the same is to be done in the presence of
representatives from Customs Broker, M/s. Brinks India Pvt. Ltd. Who provide security
and door to door delivery services for STC, Security, a Surveyor appointed by the
Customs Broker and one Surveyor appointed by the Custodian of ICD Khodiyar viz. the
Noticee. Clearly, as per the undisputed facts of the case, the procedure specified in
these Trade Notices was not followed.

In their defense, the Noticee, vide their written submission dated 09.11.2021
have pleaded that, none of the three different agencies looking after the imported cargo
had intimated them about the import of High Value cargo i.e. Silver Bars. However, I
find this defense unsustainable because the Noticee himself was transporting the said
High Value Cargo from Nhava-Sheva to Vadodara and further from Vadodara to ICD
Khodiyar through train. Moreover, the train summary from Nhava Sheva had “Silver
Bars” in the description of the goods to be transported to Vadodara and from Vadodara
to Khodiyar. The Noticee’s rail summary of container no. CAIU 6840387 was
prepared by the Noticee themselves, being the “transporter/Custodian” at the
gateway port (Nhava Sheva), when the cargo was to be transshipped to ICDKhodiyar and both the documents reflected Silver Bars as description of goods.
In CONCOR’s Forwarding Note No. 2701 RCL dated 28.01.2019 the description of
goods was categorically mentioned “Silver Bars”. Therefore, the Noticee cannot absolve
himself from possessing knowledge of the High Value Cargo on the grounds that prior
intimation regarding the same was not received from the importer or their Customs
Broker.
I find that the Inquiry Officer has also confirmed the said violation in his
findings. Therefore, I hold the charge as proved.
24.3

The third charge leveled against the Noticee is that CONCOR failed to provide

safety and security to imported goods in their custody. Their gross negligence
led to pilferage of imported Silver Bars.
As already discussed in para 24.1, Regulation 5(1)(ii) and Regulation 6(1)(f) and
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(i) clearly specify that safe and secure storage of cargo is the primary condition and
responsibility of the Noticee. In fact, Regulation 5(6) and 6(1)(k) specifies that in case of
theft or pilferage, the Custodian/CCSP viz. the Noticee, shall be liable to pay the duty on
the pilfered goods. Therefore, it is established beyond doubt that the law squarely
places the responsibility for safe and secure storage of goods on the Noticee. Further,
as already been confirmed in the paras supra that the Noticee failed to conduct proper
survey of the container on its arrival, has failed to follow the procedure prescribed by
themselves for inwarding High Value Cargo and has failed to shift the high value cargo
to the designated location for safe storage on its arrival at ICD Khodiyar. Further, even
at the time of opening the cargo, the Noticee has failed to ensure the presence of its
representative at the site and has failed to verify the seal and weight of the cargo till the
shortage of the Silver Bars was discovered.
There is no doubt that if the container had been surveyed properly upon its
arrival and had been transferred to the High Value shed for storage, the pilferage could
have been avoided. This is especially glaring, considering that CONCOR viz, the
Noticee were the ones to draw up the initial rail summary for transfer of the container
from Nhava Sheva to ICD Khodiyar and had recorded ‘Silver Bars’ in the description of
the cargo and were thus, always aware of the nature of cargo. The laxity in their
approach towards dealing with the High Value Cargo after being aware of the nature of
cargo and attempts at shirking their responsibility by attempting to shift the responsibility
on the importer, further highlight their irresponsible attitude towards their obligations as
a Custodian/CCSP.
I find that the Inquiry Officer has also found the Noticee guilty on this charge.
Therefore, I confirm the charge that the Noticee has failed to provide safety and security
to imported goods in their custody. Their gross negligence has led to pilferage of
imported Silver Bars.

24.4

The fourth charge leveled against the Noticee is that they filed Police

Complaint of the theft/pilferage but failed to pursue it to proper conclusion. On
the contrary, they sat over the inconclusive Police Report to escape
responsibility on account of their failure in complying with HCCAR provisions.
As per the facts available, it is seen that the shortage of Silver Bars was
discovered on 04.02.2019. However, complaint dated (06.02.2019) was registered with
the Adalaj Police Station only on 07.02.2019. When an incident involving such high
magnitude of duty and theft of almost 3 tonnes of precious metal (Silver) is discovered,
swift action can help in nabbing the crime. With passage of time, the necessary
evidences are lost/blurred and therefore, immediate registration of complaint and
rigorous pursuing of the same could have helped in bringing it to a logical conclusion.
The police complaint was filed after 3 days of the discovery of the shortage of Silver
Bars and the report that was filed was merely on the basis of letter submitted by the
Noticee themselves, mentioning the mismatch in actual seal number and the seal
number recorded in documents. The mismatch in the seal number probably led to the
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belief that the theft had occurred in transit viz. before arrival of the goods at ICD,
Khodiyar. However, by the statement on record, it is seen that the representative of the
Noticee had not verified that seal number upon entry of the container at ICD Khodiyar.
So, there is no conclusive evidence regarding when the seal had been changed –
before the arrival of the container at ICD Khodiyar or thereafter. Therefore, I find that the
Noticee did not exercise due diligence in filing the police complaint and in pursuing it to
its logical conclusion. The police report does not specify where the pilferage took place.
It only mentions that it did not happen in ICD Khodiyar. Without any evidence or basis to
the contrary, the same appears vague. The Noticee appears to be satisfied with this
conclusion and has failed to pursue the authorities to detect the exact location and time
when the pilferage/theft took place.
I find the Inquiry Officer has also confirmed this charge against the Noticee.
Therefore, I find the charge against the Noticee in this regard, as proved

24.5

The fifth charge leveled against the Noticee is have failed to carry out their

duties as per Regulation 5, 6, 11 and 12(8) of “Handling of Cargo in Customs
Areas Regulations, 2009” notified vide Notification No. 26/2009-Cus (NT) dated 1703-2009
Contraventions of Regulations 5 and 6 of HCCAR, 2009 have been
discussed in para 24.1 and 24.3 above. Further, the failure of the Noticee to survey the
container on arrival, shifting it to High Value shed, following the procedure prescribed
for handling High Value Cargo and failure to file a police compliant in the matter
immediately and failure at pusuing the same to its logical conclusion has been
discussed and proved in the paras supra. Now, Regulation 11 of HCCAR, 2009
specifies that:
“11.

Suspension or revocation of approval for appointment of a Customs

Cargo Service provider:

(1)

The Commissioner of Customs may, subject to the provisions of

these regulations, suspend or revoke the approval granted to the Customs
Cargo Service provider subject to the observance of procedure prescribed
under regulation 12 and also order for forfeiture of security, if any, for
failure to comply with any of the provisions of the Act and the rules,
regulations, notifications and orders made thereunder;
(2) ……”
In their defense I find that the Noticee has tried to deflect the charges on the
Customs Broker and and others without any cogent evidence or facts in this regard. The
Noticee has submitted in their written submission that a similar incident of theft had
occurred in the year 2012 wherein the same Customs Broker, “ICS” & Security agency,
“Brinks” were involved and they claimed that it could be considered as modus operandi
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for mishandling high value cargo. However, I find this unacceptable. The Noticee is the
Custodian of the entire Customs Area and any pilferage or loss of dutiable goods from
the Customs Area is the sole responsibility of the Custodian viz. the Noticee. In fact, if
the Noticee was aware of the incident quoted by them in their defense, they should
have been more careful on that count and been more vigilant while handling the said
High Value cargo, verifying its weight and seal upon arrival of the container. The
judgments cited by the Noticee against the Customs Broker are specific to the cases
involved and do not bear any implication on the instant case. Their defense seems more
like an after-thought and an attempt to absolve themselves from their responsibility.
The Noticee has also submitted that the Customs has flounted the Order,
Instructions issued in this regard by not verifying the seal prior to giving Out of Customs
charge. However, it is clear that as the cargo was not categorized as High Value cargo,
therefore, the cargo was routed through RMS by the system. When any cargo is routed
through RMS, the Out of Customs Charge is given by system automatically without any
need for seal verification. Further, the Standing Order No.01/2016 quoted by the
Noticee in their defense had been issued specifically for ICD Tumb. Therefore, again, I
find the Noticee attempting to shift their lawful responsibility on others. The Noticee is
guilty of dereliction of duty and has given such specious defense in order to avoid penal
action, which is unacceptable.
As discussed above, by contravening the provisions of the Regulation 5 & 6
of the HCCAR, 2009, the Noticee are liable for penalty under Regulation 11 of the
HCCAR 2009. In the instant case, I find that the Noticee has contravened the provisions
of Regulation 5 & 6 of the HCCAR 2009 and as such their approval is liable to be
suspended or revoked in terms of the provisions of Regulation 11(1) of the HCCAR,
2009. However, it is to mention that the provisions of suspension or revocation of
approval have been incorporated in the piece of legislation with a view to enforce the
obligations cast upon the Custodian. Such provisions need to be invoked in cases
where the Government exchequer is defrauded or deprived of the due revenue owing to
collusion/ connivance of the Custodian. Suspension or revocation is a highly punitive
action in cases where the integrity of the Custodian is found to be doubtful. Thus, it
becomes imperative to ascertain whether the cause of the incident is attributable to
negligence of the Custodian or malafide of the Custodian. The above discussions
indicate that the Custodian is found to be negligent towards the responsibility cast upon
them and no malafide can be attributed to the Custodian. This is fortified by the act that
the Show Cause Notice nowhere alleges malafide on the Custodian. Further, it is to
mention that the ICD Khodiyar, of which the Noticee has been appointed the Custodian,
deals with a heavy traffic of import as well as export cargo. In the event the approval of
the Custodian is suspended or revoked, the import and export trade would be greatly
hampered which in turn, would have an adverse impact on the economy of India. Also it
is to mention that the Custodian, in this case, is a PSU. In such typical circumstances of
the case, I find that it would be a prudent decision to refrain from suspension or
revocation of the approval granted to the Custodian especially in light of the fact that the
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Custodian is a PSU and penalty for such an act of negligence has also been proposed
in the Show Cause Notice. Thus, I refrain from suspending or revoking the approval and
hold that imposition of penalty in the instant case would suffice the ends of justice.

Now, I proceed to discuss the invocation of Regulation 12(8) of HCCAR, 2009 which
provides that:
“(8) If any Customs Cargo Service provider contravenes any of the
provisions of these regulations, or abets such contravention or who fails to comply with
any provision of the regulation with which it was his duty to comply, then, he shall be
liable to a penalty which may extend to fifty thousand rupees.”
As discussed in paras supra, I find the Noticee, having failed to provide for
safety & security of the imported cargo, not categorizing the Imported Cargo as High
value cargo and handled the high value cargo in a very casual manner, have rendered
themselves liable for penal action under Regulation 12(8) of HCCAR 2009.
I find that the Inquiry Officer in his findings has concluded that “M/s CONCOR through
their acts of omission and commission have failed to fulfill the obligations cast upon
them as Customs Cargo Service Provider in terms of Regulations 5 and 6 of HCCAR,
2009. Hence, they are liable for action under Regulation 11 and 12(8) of “Handling of
Cargo in Customs Areas Regulations, 2009””. I agree with the same.

The Show Cause Notice has also proposed penalty under Section 112 of the
Customs Act, 1962. Section 112 of the Customs Act 1962 provides for penalty on the
improperly imported goods. Section 112 of the Customs Act, 1962 reads as follows:

SECTION 112. Penalty for improper importation of goods, etc.- Any
person, (a) who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act which act
or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under
section 111, or abets the doing or omission of such an act, or
(b) who acquires possession of or is in any way concerned in carrying,
removing, depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling or
purchasing, or in any other manner dealing with any goods which he
knows or has reason to believe are liable to confiscation under section
111, shall be liable,
(i) …..
6[(ii) in the case of dutiable goods, other than prohibited goods, subject
to the provisions of section 114A, to a penalty not exceeding ten per
cent. of the duty sought to be evaded or five thousand rupees,
whichever is higher :
Provided that where such duty as determined under sub-section (8) of
section 28 and the interest payable thereon under section 28AA is paid
within thirty days from the date of communication of the order of the Proper
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Officer determining such duty, the amount of penalty liable to be paid by
such person under this section shall be twenty-five per cent. of the penalty
so determined;]
(iii) ……
(iv) ……
(v) …”

Custodian by their act of commission & omission has violated the provisions
of HCCAR, 2009 & Customs Act, 1962. However, in the instant case, there is no
question of improper importation nor there is a case of removing, concealing or
selling of the goods. When there is there is no confiscation, there is no liability of
penalty under Section 112 (a) of the Customs Act 1962 and I hold so.

DUTY LIABILITY:
25.

Coming to the issue of duty liability, I find that the Act and Rules have clear

provisions in this regard. Section 45 of the Customs Act, 1962 states that:
“SECTION 45. Restrictions on custody and removal of imported goods.
(1) Save as otherwise provided in any law for the time being in force, all
imported goods unloaded in a customs area shall remain in the custody of
such person as may be approved by the 1[Principal Commissioner of
Customs or Commissioner of Customs] until they are cleared for home
consumption or are warehoused or are transhipped in accordance with the
provisions

of

Chapter

VIII.

(2) ……...
3[(3)

Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time

being in force, if any imported goods are pilferred after unloading
thereof in a customs area while in the custody of a person referred to in
sub-section (1), that person shall be liable to pay duty on such goods at
the rate prevailing on the date of delivery of an arrival manifest or
import manifest or, as the case may be, an import report to the Proper
Officer under section 30 for the arrival of the conveyance in which the
said goods were carried.
Further, Regulation 6(j) of the HCCAR, 2009 provides that:
“6.

Responsibilities of Customs Cargo Service provider
(1) The Customs Cargo Service provider shall ..........
..........

(j) be liable to pay duty on the goods pilfered after entry thereof
in the customs area;
”
I find that a plain reading of the aforesaid provisions clarify that if any goods are
pilfered in the custody of a person, he is liable to pay duty on such goods. Silver Bars
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weighing 2973.341 Kg were found pilfered from the custody of the Noticee. It was the
Custodian’s responsibility to provide for safe & secure transit / warehousing of the
said high value goods in which they failed. Therefore, the Noticee cannot escape
from the duty liability that has arisen on account of the pilfered goods. I hold that the
duty on the pilfered goods should be recovered from the Noticee.
CONFISCATION OF THE PILFERED GOODS:
26.

The Show Cause Notice has proposed confiscation of the pilfered goods under

Section 111(j) of the Customs Act, 1962. Section 111(j) deals with Confiscation of
improperly imported goods, etc and sub-clause (j) specifies that:
“(j)

any dutiable or prohibited goods removed or attempted to be

removed from a customs area or a warehouse without the permission
of the Proper Officer or contrary to the terms of such permission;
……
are liable to be confiscated.”

I find that even though the said goods have been pilfered, however, the
import of the said goods was not contrary to any provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 or
the Rules made thereunder. The Silver Bars were imported in accordance with the
provisions of law. Thus, there are no grounds for confiscation of pilfered goods.
Moreover, Section 111 of the Customs Act, 1962 deals with confiscation of improperly
imported goods, since the goods in question are not “improperly imported” goods, I find
that the said Section is not applicable in the instant case.
Similar stand was taken by CESTAT, (WZB), Mumbai in cased of M/s. Maersk
India P. Ltd. Vs Commissioner of Customs, (Import), Nhava Sheva in Final Order
No. A/85887/2018-WZB, dated 27-3-2018 in Appeal No. C/442/2009-CU(DB) reported
in [2018(362) ELT. 181 (Tri-Mumbai)], wherein it was held that:
“…7.

The goods that were available are not offending goods. There is no

allegation that these have been imported contrary to any prohibition under
the Customs Act, 1962 or any other law in force. They are yet to be subject
to the process of importation prescribed in Section 46 of Customs Act, 1962.
Consequently, there is no ground for confiscation of these goods.
…9.

Accordingly, we do not find any flaw in the demand for recovery of

duty from the appellant. There is, however, no justification for confiscation
of the goods or of imposition of penalty, both are set aside.”

Accordingly, I find no merits for confiscating the pilfered goods as discussed
above.

27. In view of the foregoing discussions in the paras supra, I pass the following order:
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